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As n X n Hessenberg matrix A is defined whose characteristic polynomial is 
relative to an arbitrary basis. This generalizes the companion, colleague, and 
comrade matrices when the bases are, respectively, power, Chebyshev, and 
orthogonal, so the term “confederate” matrix is suggested. Some properties 
of A are derived, including an algorithm for computing powers of A. A scheme 
is given for inverting the transformation matrix between the arbitrary and 
power bases. A Vandermonde-type matrix associated with A and a block con- 
federate matrix are defined. 
1. INTR~D~JCTION 
The theory of polynomials in other than power form has been surprisingly 
neglected. In this paper some aspects of the theory of so-called generalized 
polynomials with respect to an arbitrary real polynomial basis (f,(X)} are pre- 
sented. This extends previous work [3, 71 when the basis polynomials are 
orthogonal. Some properties of the general basis are first developed in Section 2. 
These results are then used in Section 3 to derive a Hessenberg form matrix A 
whose characteristic polynomial is expressed relative to {fi(h)}. This generalizes 
the companion matrix for polynomials in power form, the colleague matrix [5] 
when the basis is Chebyshev, and the comrade matrix [3] when the basis is 
orthogonal, so we have suggested the term “confederate” matrix for this new 
case. The properties of this confederate matrix are listed in Theorems 3 and 4. 
An algorithm for calculating powers of A, which in fact can be applied to any 
Hessenberg form matrix, is described in Section 4. A simple procedure for 
inverting the transformation matrix between the arbitrary and power bases is 
given in Section 5. A Vandermonde-type matrix associated with A is considered 
in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, a block confederate matrix associated with a 
regular polynomial matrix is defined. 
The results derived in this paper are applied in the second part to a variety 
of problems in linear control theory, quadrature, and qualitative aspects of 
generalized polynomials. 
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2. ORTHOGONALIZATION 
Consider the vector space V, of real polynomials, degree < n, with inner 
product determined by 
with respect to a weight function w(h) in the interval a < h < b. If (f$(h)} is a 
real polynomial basis, without loss of generality we can assume that it is of the 
form 
fo(4 = 19 fi(h) = C fijAj* i = l,..., n, (2.1) 
with all fii > 0. The special form (2.1) of {f,(A)} holds because if instead we 
assume 
fi(h) = 2 ,&j/i’, i = 0, I,..., 92, 
j=o 
then the linear expression 
is equivalent to 
where 
Hoe = 0, 
H0T = [.f-l,j-11; i,j = I)..., n + 1, e = [4 ,..., 4+li= 
with det Ho # 0, since the equation has only the null solution. Moreover, 
there exists a nonsingular matrix M such that 
HoTM = Q, 
where Q is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements. Hence we 
can write 
QTB=O 
showing that the basis can indeed be put into the form (2.1). In the following 
if we apply the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process [8, Chap. 81 to the 
basis {f;(h)} in (2.1), then a set of real orthogonal polynomials 
PO@) = 11 pi(/\) = C Pijhj; i :=: l,..., 11, 
i-0 
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is obtained such that 
fo(4 = POW 
i-1 
fi@> = P&v + c CikPkGvi 
k=O 
i = l,..., fz, (2.2a) 
where 
THEOREM 1. The leading coeficients of p,(A), f,(X) are equal. 
Proof. Denoting by 
fn+1 = [f,(h),f,(h),...,f,(h)lT; PTz+1 = [Po(Q PIG%**, PnW 
and defining a lower triangular matrix by 
L n+1 = ki-1.d cij = 0, (i <j); ci-1.j~1 = 1; 
then from (2.2a) we have 
fn+1 = L+1Pn+1 ’
Also, it can easily be established that 
fn+l = QQn+h+l > 
where 
and 
h n+l = [l, A,..., Pq= 
Qn+l = [fi-~.i-11; fij = 0 (i <j), foe = 1 
sn,, = h-1,5-11; pij = 0 (i <j), PO0 = 1, 
Thus, from (2.3) and (2.4) we have 
SW= Lv%,, 
from which is obtained 
fi6 7 Pii , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(2.2b) 
i,j = 1 ,***, n+ 1, 
(2.3) 
‘2.3 
i,j=l,..., n+l. 
(2.5) 
I (2.6) 
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THEOREM 2. The polynomials fi(h) are related by the equations 
ft(4 = g (hd + %k)f?&h i> 1. (2.7) 
Proof. From the standard recurrence relationship for orthogonal polynomials 
Pd4 = 4 + PI 7 P&v = (4 + IQ> Pi-I(4 - rdP&,Gu i = 2, 3,..., 
(2.8) 
it is obvious that 
@p,(h),..., pi(h = G,Cp,O), P,W.., ~i-dW, (2.9) 
where 64 +8) 0 
-72 
Gi = 
0 -Y3 
0 
--vi 
Moreover, from (2.2a), (2.3), and (2.9) we obtain 
fi(4 = &kv f&v + &2@)f,(4 + + &(4fdQ (2.10) 
*ere 
[g,,(4,...,g,,(41 = [cm, O,..., 01 + Ceil ,a.., ci.i-1 , 11 W;‘. (2.11) 
Therefore, from (2.11) it follows that the components on the left are linear 
expressions in A, i.e., 
g&) = &A + “ij (2.12) 
and so from (2.10) the desired equation (2.7) is obtained. Note that & = ai . 1 
Furthermore, from (2.6) and (2.7) we have 
COROLLARY 1. The leading coe$icients fii of f%(X) satisfy 
Setting 
fii = ollo12 .. . ai , i = 1, 2,.... 
Ej = [Eil 9 Ei2 y*..j Eiil, Si.= [S, y Si2 ,...* S,<] 
(2.13) 
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then from (2.7), after algebraic manipulation, we obtain 
q = [fro , fil - S,f’,..., fi,i-l - &f-l Q;‘, 
where f i is the ith column of Qi . Moreover, from (2.1 l), (2.12), and (2.13) we 
have 
Thus from (2.14), (2.15), and (2.2b), it is clear that the Si, , Eik are not uniquely 
determined by an arbitrary given polynomial basis {f,(A)}. They depend on the 
weight function w(h) and on the basis {pi(h)} which is obtained by the orthogo- 
nalization process. 
3. CONFEDERATE MATRIX FOR GENERALIZED POLYNOMIALS 
Consider the nth degree manic polynomial 
a(h) = P + c&-l + *** + c, . (3.1) 
It is well known that it can be expressed uniquely in “generalized” form, i.e., 
in terms of the polynomial basis {f,(X)} 
44 = %fia(4 + $fn-l(X) + *** + %fo@) (3.2) 
or, due to (2.2), in “orthogonal” form 
44 = ~oPn(4 + w&-1(4 + --- + 4Al(+ (3.3) 
With u(A) in (3.2) we associate the following Hessenberg form matrix 
A= 
d 11 
d 21 
d 31 
1 -- 
6 11 
d 22 
d 32 
0 
1 
6 22 
* . 
0 
1 
L,n-1 
.( dnl-+) (c&,~-+) *** (t&n--+) 0 nn 0 nn 0 nn 
, (3.4) 
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where a, = a”, = (6&a .** 6,&r and 
(p - 1 3 v; /.L, v = I,..., n; a,, = 0) (3.5) 
which, as we will prove, satisfies 
det(M - A) = a,f,O) + 4&) + *.. + a,fo(4. 
This generalizes the comrade matrix [3] 
B= 
81 -- 1 0 
% ‘yl 
Yz /32 1 - -- - 
“2 a2 a2 
. 
0 
which has the property 
det(hl - B) = G&(h) + &p,&h) + *a* + &,po(A). 
This in turn is a generalization of the companion matrix 0 
1: 
1 0 
0 0 1 0 
c= 
. 
*** 1 ---GA -%I-1 . . . -c 1 I 
for which 
(34 
(3.7) 
We therefore adopt the term “confederate” matrix for A. It is evident that for 
& = zi3 = 0 (i # j) and 6,, = 1, l ii = 0, then A E C. Also, for 6, = 011 , 
Eii = pi 9 4i,i-1 = -yi 9 zkI , a,, zero in any other case, the identity of A and B 
is obvious. In view of (2.2a), we first obtain the relationship between the con- 
federate and comrade matrices 
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THEOREM 3. The Hessenberg matrix (3.4) and the comrade matrix (3.6) are 
related by the similarity equation 
AL,, = L,B. (3.8) 
Proof, Defining the vector 
Pn = t1, PlW.., Pn-I(W~ 
it is straightforward to verify from (2.2a) and (2.8) that 
Moreover, from (2.7) and (3.5) arises 
1 
- - 
( 
3kL + Eii) fi-l(h) + (2 X + c) fo(X) 
6if 6i-l,i-l 
+ (&A + tp)fo(h) + *.. + (h + $)fi-IN 
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Thus due to (2.3) and (2.13) we obtain 
L OTl?l 
/ 
Vo(4 
~fl@) 
AL,,p, = Afn = ; 
Afn-l(x) - &f,(A) + “off\- a(h) 
0 nn 
(3.10) 
1 - a1 ..- or,-,@) 
and consequently from (3.9) 
ALnpn = L,BP,, 
which confirms (3.8). u 
THEOREM 4. The matrix A in (3.4) has the properties 
(i) It is similar to the companion matrix C in (3.7). 
(ii) Its characteristic polynomial is a(h) in (3.2). 
(iii) A characteristic vector of A corresponding to characteristic root Ai is 
(fA-Ai = [fo(/\i),...,fn-l(hllT, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. 
(i) From (2.5) (3.8), and the identity BS, 3 S,,C [3] it can easily be 
seen that 
AQn = AL,& = L,BS,, = L,S,C 
(3.11) 
= QnC. 
(ii) This follows at once from (3.8) and the similarity of B and C. 
(iii) Also from (3.8), and the fact [3] that (pJ,,+ is a characteristic vector 
of B corresponding to its characteristic root Xi , we have 
In the case where in (3.2) 
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then obviously from Theorem 4(ii) the Hessenberg matrix 
22 
A^= * 
*.- -*1 d nn . . . n1 d n2 6 nn . 
satisfies the identity 
d 11 $0 
11 
d 21 
L
4, $ 
0 
det(XI - a) -fJh). 
4. CALCULATION OF POWERS OF A HESSENBERG MATRIX 
(3.12) 
In this section an algorithm is developed for computing the first rz powers of an 
arbitrary Hessenberg matrix, which is taken to be in the form of A in (3.12). This 
is an extension of a recently proposed procedure by Datta and Datta [4]. 
Let di, yi be the ith rows of a and Ak (K < n), respectively, and define 
ri = Sii(d - d,,l). (4.1) 
If ei is the ith row of 1n , then it is obvious from (3.12) that erri = e2 . Also, 
since the matrices ri , ak commute, then we obtain 
r2 = e2AAk = elI’,Aak = e,A*kr, = r,r, 
and 
yi+l= z+l e. ak = [Sii(di - d,,e,) - [Sii(di - diiei) - ei+J] /fk 
= [eiri - 6ii[di, , di2 ,. .., d,,ipl , O,.. ., 0]] Ak 
= rJi - Sii(dilYl + dizr2 + *.* + dd,i-,r,-,), i=3 n ,***, 
Thus, it is evident that we need to determine the first row 
Yl = hl 1 y12 ,.a*, %J 
- 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
1. 
(4.4) 
and specifically the first k + 1 components for k = I,..., n - 1, since all the 
others are equal to zero. Subsequent rows of ak are then obtained from (4.2) and 
(4.3). 
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Setting 
7r()= 1, =s = S,lS,, . . * 6% and ~01 = ; 4, + d,“l j 
+ .a. + ~d,+l,,n 
m-t1 
& us-2.i + 4im~l~s-~,i + yrsi 
i=l 
(4.5) 
then we have 
THEOREM 5. The components ylj of the YOW (4.4) are determined by the formula 
ldkj + & dk-1.9 ‘il 4i + & 
k-2 
Y1j = 
*k-l 
dk-2.j 1 Yoi + “* 
i=l id 
(4.6) 
4 i Yk-j-2.i + 1 Flyk-j-1.i (j = l,*.*, n>* 
i=l 
The proof consists of direct verification. In fact the results (4.3) and (4.6) 
are similar to ones obtained independently by Huang [6j. 
It is worth noting that the above algorithm can be applied for K > n, and thus 
all powers of the confederate matrix in (3.4) can be calculated. In the special 
case A E C, from (4.1)-(4.6) we get the well-known relations, (Barnett [l]) 
Y&l = Y,C 
y1 = ek+l ) for1 <k<n--1 (4.7) 
= last row of C, for k = n. 
For k > n, a more attractive method for obtaining the powers of the companion 
matrix then using (4.4) and (4.6) is presented in the Appendix. 
Also, simplified versions of (4.1)-(4.5) arise when A = B. In fact, from (4.1), 
(4.2) we then have 
ri = ai (B + +I) , yi+l = YJ, - yiriwl (4.8) 
* 
and from (4.5) 
To= I, 7r* = a1 **- 'ys ) 
yol Jl" + 'ylY2 
%h2 
, 
(4.9) 
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider the comrade matrix 
0 1 0 
B= [ 4 0 4% 2 -5 8 1 -2 
corresponding to the generalized polynomial 
which has been expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials 
PC@) =1, A(4 = A, p2(X) =; A2 - f ) p&X) = $ A3 - g x 
with 
a1 = 1, c$=;, %I=;, pi = O, y2=+, y3=$ 
The components of the first row of B3, from (4.6) are 
r 13 = L& = - f . 
772 
Thus, from (4.8) we have 
[ 
Yl 13/3 -3 -413 
B3 zz.z = 11 (3,2) r21? (l/2) rr 1 [ -2913 5916 -18 2/3 I2913 
since from (4.8) I’, = B, r2 = $B. 
5. AN ALGORITHM FOR Q& 
We now give an algorithm for determining the elements of the inverse of the 
lower triangular matrix 
Qk+l = [fi-I.+J; hj =O (i <i), f00 = 1, i,j = l,..., k + 1, 
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wherefij are the coefficients defined in (2.1). Consider the i x (i j- I) matrix Eij 6i.j 0 '.' 0 
0 
1: 0 
Eij 6,j ... 0 
. . . 
~4;~ "* 0 Eij 6ii = 
__---------- 
. . . 
and the (i + I+ 1)th row vector 
I 0 ... 0 
I . 
i . 
0. vvu 
1 
(5.1) 
1 
1 
If we substitute the expression forfi(A) in (2.1) (i = I,..., k) into the recurrence 
relationship 
f,(h) = @,,A + Ekl)fO(4 + (6kd + Ek$)flN + ... + @,,A + Ekk) fk-l(49 
then after equating coefficients of powers of A, it can easily be established that 
Fko = F;p,M,$ + F;-,M,f,-, + .‘. + F:-‘M&? (5.2) 
Furthermore, if 
and 
OiZ-1 = ki--l-j-II (gii=O,i<j) 
G? = FL., O,g,, g,,,,, >...>gd, 1 = 0, l,..., k, 
1 
then, from Eqs. (5.2) and 
F,O[GF’]= = 0, 2 = o,..., k - 1, 
after algebraic manipulations, we obtain 
g,,, = - + G:+:ll,,(F~-,)T+ dk,k-,(F:-,)T+ ‘.’ + ~k,z@i”)= + dk.11 
for 2 = 0, I,..., k - 1, where 
(5.3) 
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has dimensions i x j, and 7rk = S,, ... 6,, . Therefore, since g, = 1, g,, = 
-ju,/fil and gii = l/fii the elements of each row of @& can be calculated by 
the recurrence relationship (5.3). 
It is worth noting, that in the casef,(A) = p,(h), on setting 
Gl = [Pk-1,241 (4kL = 0, k < 4, 
Eq. (5.3) reduces to 
qk,z = - ‘- Gzfl 
“k 
r-&%P,T_, - &Pi--J, 
7riTg = a1 ... (Yk ) pi = [Pi0 ,Pil >...> Ail, 
G?; = P,..., 0, qza v..., qz+d 
1 
where now 
and 
Ek = 
of dimensions k x k and k x (k - I), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the Laguerre polynomials 
(5.4) 
W) = 1, L,(h) = -A + 1, L,(h)=$h2-22h+l, 
L3(X) = - 3 A3 + g x2 - 3h + 1 
which satisfy the recurrence relationships (2.8) with 
For the determination of the inverse of 
since pm = 1, q 1D = 1, qll = - 1, qz2 = 2, qa3 = - 6, from Eq. (5.4) we have 
q2,, = - $ G,‘[E,P,= - Z,PoT] = 2, 
q21 = - ; G12[E2P,= - .&POT] = -4, 
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and 
where 
Hence 
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Ez = [- : 91 ' 22 = [j] 
qso = - ; G2’[E3P2= - Z3PlT] = 6, 
qsl = - $ G22[EgP2T - .Z3PlT] = - 18, 
qs2 = - $ G2”[EsPzT - .&PI=] = 18, 
Es = i -- 3 051 -’ 00 ; 3 I 0 3  
; 0 
, z,= 0 3 
I- 
0 0 
6 -18 18 -6 
Several applications of Q& are given in Section 5 of Part II of this paper. 
6. VANDERMONDE-TYPE MATRIX 
Let A1 ,..., Al, be the characteristic roots of A in (3.4) of multiplicities v1 ,..., yk: 
(vl + *.. + vk = n), respectively. Denoting by v the standard confluent 
Vandermonde matrix, defined by 
and by 
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a “confluent-type” Vandermonde matrix associated with the basis {fi(h)}, then 
it is easily verified that they are related by 
N =QaV. (6-l) 
Moreover, a relationship analogous to the standard one CV = VJ, where J is the 
Jordan matrix, holds: 
AN = AQnV = Q&V = QnVJ 
= NJ. 
In the special case vt = 1, i.e., a(h) has distinct roots, then 
THEOREM 6. 
det N = S,“;‘S,“;” ... S,-i,,-r det V. (6.2) 
Proof. From Eq. (6.1) we have 
det N = det Qn det V 
=filfiz .*.fn--l.n--l det V, 
which verifies (6.2), since fid = 6,,S,, ..* Si, . 
7. BLOCK CONFEDERATE MATRIX 
Associated with the regular polynomial matrix of order v and degree 1z 
A(X) = IvXn + Clhn-l + *.* + C, (7.1) 
is the block companion matrix [2] 
with det(/V - C,) = det A(X). When A(h) is expressed in orthogonal form 
44 = &n(4 + &n-d4 + ... + &o(x) (7.3) 
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the block comrade matrix [7] is 
Note that B, is related to the matrix C, by [7] 
(7.5) 
where @ denote the Kronecker product. If the polynomial matrix A(h) is 
represented in the form 
44 = 4fn(~) + 4.Ll(A) + ... + &fo(~) (7.6) 
then from (2.3) it is easily recognized that the coefficient matrices in (7.3), (7.6) 
satisfy the relationship 
[A, ,..., A, , 4 (-L+1 0 4) = CA;, ,..-, & , &I. (7.7) 
Thus, from (7.7) A, = x,, , i.e., A(X) is regular if and only if A, is nonsingular. 
In this case, the matrix of the generalized polynomial matrix A(X) in (7.6) is the 
block confederate form matrix 
A, = 
$ A,A;l) +.- 
nn 
0 
l I 
sn-l.n-1 y 
+- AIA;l) 
nn 
, (7.8) 
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where the dij satisfy the recurrence relationships (3.5). Hence, by analogy with 
(3.8) the similarity relationship of A, , B, is 
A, = (L 0 4) WL 0 W (7.9) 
and due to (7.5) we also have 
A, = (Qn 0 1,) C,(Qn 0 4)-l. (7.10) 
COROLLARY 2. 
det(,Um, - A,) = det(XT,, - C,) = det A(A). 
APPENDIX 
The calculation of powers Cm form = 12 + t, t > 0 is related to the calculation 
of the powers of the mth order companion matrix 
e2 
e3 
et+, 
- - - --I-- - 
0 / c 
(1) 
of the polynomial Pa(A), as follows. It is easily verified that 
Xl 
cm = it I : I ) ----,---- 0 I c 
where xi = xi-rC and x, is the last row of C. Hence, on omitting the first t rows 
and columns of (TlfL, which is calculated by (4.7), the remaining matrix is equal to 
the desired Cm. The above method is a development of a result of Roychoudhury 
[9] to (4.7). Moreover, it is worth noting that the formulation (I) can be used for 
the determination of a matrix polynomial when its degree is greater than the 
order of C. 
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